September 20, 2021

Elizabeth Fowler, Ph.D., J.D.
Deputy Administrator of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services &
Director of the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
7500 Security Blvd
Baltimore, MD 21244

Dear Deputy Administrator & Director Fowler:

We, the undersigned, are committed to a healthcare system that is defined by continuous improvement, a focus on elevating value, and superior patient outcomes. We believe that the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation (CMMI) is an invaluable asset in attaining these objectives. We look forward to working with you in ensuring that CMMI achieves its full potential as an agent of patient-centered system transformation.

We applaud and concur with much of what you and your colleagues have said and written to date, notably in the recent Health Affairs blog, in sharing your vision as to the role CMMI can play in shaping the healthcare system of the future, and we greatly appreciate the time you have taken in gathering perspectives and insights from numerous stakeholders on how the Center has performed to date and how it can be optimized for the future.

Many of the priorities you have already outlined – prioritizing health equity, re-evaluating what constitutes manageable risk, taking steps to encourage broader provider participation, reducing unnecessary complexity and overlap in ongoing models being tested – are directions we strongly support.

The primary point we wish to convey is that transparency, communication, and collaboration are keys to achieving a stronger CMMI. There are healthcare providers, plans, patient groups, and organizations throughout the country that are intent on improving payment and delivery systems to achieve better patient outcomes while controlling cost. We encourage you to continue embracing these organizations as partners in the pursuit of shared goals.

Healthcare entities should have regular, open two-way communication with CMMI leadership that includes the opportunity to propose new payment and delivery models, based on their hands-on experience. We believe that this frequent and substantive communication at the front end of the process will pre-empt downstream differences and result in greater success in developing models that work.

We know, too, that models have a greater opportunity for success if participants can consistently receive real-time data on a project’s ongoing impact. It is essential for providers to have this level of transparency and collaboration if they are to be advocates
of system innovation while also being able to monitor the effects of change on their patients. This two-way communication must take place, as well, between model designers and model evaluators, with critical information being shared throughout all stages of model development and progress. This will enhance the ability to determine whether a model needs to be modified and ultimately meets the criteria for possible expansion or change. And, generally making model data and outcomes more publicly available will help to encourage adoption of successful model approaches beyond CMMI participants.

We are strongly supportive of Biden Administration efforts to pave a new direction for CMMI, one that utilizes a fully collaborative approach in developing, monitoring, evaluating and optimally expanding promising new payment and delivery concepts. We believe the potential of CMMI as a change agent remains strong and we look forward to working with you to advance our shared goal to improve the healthcare system today and for years come.

Sincerely,
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